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Abstract
Although social media plays an increasingly important role in communication around the world,
social media research has primarily focused on Western users. Thus, little is known about how
cultural values shape social media behavior. To examine how cultural affective values might
influence social media use, we developed a new sentiment analysis tool that allowed us to
compare the affective content of Twitter posts in the United States (55,867 tweets, 1888 users)
and Japan (63,863 tweets, 1825 users). Consistent with their respective cultural affective
values, U.S. users primarily produced positive (vs. negative) posts, while Japanese users 
primarily produced low (vs. high) arousal posts. Contrary to cultural affective values, however,
U.S. users were more influenced by changes in others’ high arousal negative (e.g., angry) 
posts, whereas Japanese were more influenced by changes in others’ high arousal positive
(e.g., excited) posts. These patterns held after controlling for differences in baseline exposure to
affective content, and across different topics. Together, these results suggest that across 
cultures, while social media users primarily produce content that supports their affective values,
they are more influenced by content that violates those values. These findings have implications 
for theories about which affective content spreads on social media, and for applications related
to the optimal design and use of social media platforms around the world. 
KEY WORDS: Culture, emotion, ideal affect, Twitter, contagion
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Across cultures, social media platforms have rapidly become a primary channel for
communication. Research reveals that people post content on social media for a variety of
reasons (Lin & Utz, 2017; Oh & Syn, 2015; Brady, Crockett, & Van Bavel, 2020). For instance, 
people may post content that reflects their feelings and values (e.g., users write excited tweets 
because they feel or want to show excitement). Indeed, an emerging line of research has 
focused on “affect prevalence,” or the types of affective content people produce on social
media. This work demonstrates that users in the U.S. and Western Europe overall tend to
produce more positive than negative affective content on social media (e.g. Bazarova et al.,
2012; Reinecke & Trepte, 2014; Lin & Utz, 2015). Ironically, this positivity bias may be related to
decreased self-esteem among U.S. users, since viewing others’ positive posts may lead users 
to evaluate their own lives more negatively (Vogel et al., 2014).
People may also post content that reflects the affective qualities of what they have just
read or viewed, such that their posts reflect the influence of others’ posts more than their own 
feelings and values (e.g., users write angry tweets because they just read another user’s angry 
post). Research on “emotional contagion” demonstrates that people can “catch” emotions from
others---often automatically and unconsciously---during face-to-face interactions (Hatfield et al.,
1993; Barsade, 2002), and now on social media (Chmiel et al., 2011; Coviello et al., 2014;
Ferrara & Yang, 2015; Goldenberg & Gross, 2020; Kramer et al., 2014). Moreover, people seem
to catch some types of affect more often than others on social media. For instance, in the U.S.,
users seem to be particularly influenced by others’ highly arousing negative affect, such as 
anger, hate, and outrage (Brady & Crockett, 2019; Brady et al., 2017; Crockett, 2017; Williams,
2018; Vosoughi, 2018), resulting in “anger bandwagons” (Williams, 2018) and “viral online
shaming” (Crockett, 2017). This is of growing concern because the virality of high arousal
negative affective content has been associated with the dissemination of fake news and
increased political polarization (Vosoughi, 2018; Crockett, 2017).
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Existing findings, however, have primarily been limited to the U.S. and other Western
countries. As a result, the degree to which the social media transmission of affective content
reflects Western cultural values or more general processes remains unclear. For instance, some
researchers have argued that a bias towards positive content reflects users’ need to present
themselves in a socially desirable light (e.g. Bazarova et al., 2012; Reinecke & Trepte, 2014; Lin
& Utz, 2015). But maximizing the positive (and minimizing the negative) is more desirable in the
United States than in Japan and other East Asian countries (Curhan et al., 2014; Heine,
Lehman, Markus, & Kitayama, 1999; Miyamoto et al., 2010; Sims et al., 2015), raising the
possibility that there might be less of a positivity bias in social media posts of users from East
Asian countries.
Similarly, while some researchers have argued that high arousal negative affective
states are particularly viral because they signal threat (Kelly et al., 2016), these states also 
violate the value U.S. culture places on positivity. Because people can only “catch” emotions
that they have attended to, it is possible that content that violates cultural values may “hijack”
attention (Mu, Kitayama, Han, & Gelfand, 2015), and therefore have a greater affective impact
that leads to increased contagion. Consistent with this idea, Kashima and colleagues observed
that while stereotype-consistent information is more prevalent in people’s communications and
can promote social connection, stereotype-inconsistent information is viewed as more
unexpected and surprising (Clark & Kashima, 2007; Simpson & Kashima, 2013). Although
cultural affective values differ from stereotypes, a similar process might occur: because high 
arousal negative states violate the US cultural value of positivity, changes in high arousal
negative content in social media may be more unexpected and surprising, and therefore may be
particularly contagious in the US. If this is the case, then in cultures that place less of a value on
positivity (e.g., Japan and other East Asian countries), high arousal negative content in social
media may be less unexpected and surprising, and therefore less contagious on social media
than in the U.S.
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In addition to clarifying the cultural universality versus specificity of these affective
processes on social media, a cross-cultural comparisons of social media use might also inform
efforts to minimize the harmful effects of social media across the world. For example, efforts to
curtail the spread of misinformation in the U.S. might focus on limiting the spread of
misinformation that contains high arousal negative content because it is particularly contagious, 
whereas similar efforts in other countries might instead focus on misinformation that contains 
other types of affect that are particularly contagious in those cultures. 
Therefore, in this research, we compared the prevalence and contagion of different
types of affective content on social media in the U.S. and Japan. Like the U.S., Japan is a
modern, industrialized, democratic society with prevalent social media use. Researchers have
documented, however, that Japanese value different affective experiences than U.S. Americans
(e.g., Kitayama, Mesquita, & Karasawa, 2006; Miyamoto & Ma, 2011; Miyamoto, Ma, & Wilken,
2017; Ruby et al., 2012; Tsai et al., 2016). Documented cultural differences in affective values 
allowed us to make distinct and disparate predictions within and between these cultures about
which patterns of affect prevalence and contagion might support or violate cultural values. We
focused on the valuation of “affective states,” or feelings that can be categorized in terms of
valence (from positive to negative) and arousal (from low to high) (Feldman-Barrett & Russell,
1999; Watson & Tellegen, 1985), since decades of research demonstrate that these two
dimensions generalize across cultures and languages (e.g., Kuppens et al., 2006; Yik & Russell,
2003), and because research has demonstrated clear cultural differences in the valuation of
specific affective states (Tsai et al., 2006; Tsai, 2007; 2017; Tsai & Clobert, 2019).
The Potential Role of Cultural Values on Social Media Behavior
Decades of research indicate that people from North American (U.S., Canada) versus 
East Asian cultures (Japan, China, Korea) vary in how much they value different affective
experiences (see Tsai & Clobert, 2019 for review). Specifically, due to different models of self
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and personhood, individuals in the U.S. aim to maximize positive feelings and minimize negative
ones, whereas individuals in many East Asian contexts like Japan desire more moderate
feelings, and so aim for a greater balance of positive and negative feelings (e.g., Curhan et al.,
2014; Heine, Lehman, Markus, & Kitayama, 1999; Markus & Kitayama, 2010; Miyamoto et al.,
2010; Tsai, Levenson, McCoy, 2006). Based on Affect Valuation Theory, which states that
cultural factors shape the affective states that people value and ideally want to feel even more
than the affective states they actually feel (Tsai, 2007; 2017), people in the U.S. should then
value positivity more and negativity less than their East Asian counterparts (Japanese, Chinese,
Korean), which has been empirically verified (e.g., Sims et al., 2015). Furthermore, because of
different interpersonal goals associated with different models of self, these cultures should also
differ in their valuation of high and low arousal positive states (Tsai, Miao, Seppala, Fung,
Yeung, 2007); indeed, U.S. individuals value high arousal positive states (e.g., excitement,
enthusiasm) more and low arousal positive states (e.g., calm, peacefulness) less than do East
Asian individuals (e.g., Park et al., 2017; Ruby et al., 2012; Tsai, Knutson, & Fung, 2006; Tsai,
Miao, Seppala, Fung, Yeung, 2007 but also see Bencharit et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2018).
Previous studies have demonstrated that these cultural differences in ideal affect are
reflected in popular media, including children’s storybooks, women’s magazines, and leaders’
official website photos (Tsai, 2007; Tsai et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 2016). As cultural products,
these forms of media are deliberately created by illustrators, magazine editors, and publicists to
reflect dominant cultural values, and these products in turn can shape the values of the people
who consume them (Boiger, De Deyne, & Mesquita, 2013; Kim & Markus, 1999). Like
storybooks, magazines, and official photos, Twitter posts and other forms of social media
content are also cultural products, but are arguably more rapidly and less deliberately 
constructed. This raises the question of whether cultural differences in ideal affect are also
reflected in these newer, emerging types of media. To answer this question, we compared the
affective content of U.S. and Japanese users’ Twitter posts. We focused on the original posts
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that users produced, rather than the posts that users shared or re-posted (i.e., “retweets”) in
part because users tend to re-post about topics that they do not produce (i.e., originally post)
themselves (Macskassy & Michelson, 2011). Therefore, we assumed that users’ original posts 
would reflect their cultural values more closely than would their reposts of others’ content. 
Although we focused on original posts in the manuscript, we explored the content of retweets in
supplementary analyses.
Design of The Present Study
To examine the role of cultural values in social media behavior, we collected and
analyzed originally produced posts (“tweets”) from a sample of United States (US) (N = 1888
users, 55,867 tweets) and Japanese (JP) (N = 1825 users, 63,863 tweets) users on Twitter.com.
This research builds upon the existing literature in several ways. First, we include a sample of
non-Western users. Second, while previous research focused on either valence or arousal, we
included both, which permitted examination of four different affect types: (1) high arousal
negative affect [HAN], (2) low arousal negative affect [LAN], (3) low arousal positive affect [LAP],
and (4) high arousal positive affect [HAP]. This also allowed us to assess positivity and
negativity separately, which better reflects the well-documented statistical independence of
positivity and negativity in East Asian contexts (e.g., Grossmann et al., 2016; Sims et al., 2015).
Third, we collected posts at multiple time points for each user, so that contagion models could
track whether being exposed to different types of affect in others’ posts (i.e., the posts of users 
they are following, or their “follows”) was associated with subsequent changes in the affective
content of each user’s posts. This within-user approach allowed us to control for baseline
differences in exposure to affective content and to ensure that our results were not due to
between-user confounds such as homophily (i.e., when users follow those who are similar to
them), an issue that has limited previous work. Fourth, while previous studies have focused
either on prevalence or contagion, we assessed both to examine whether they had similar or
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different relationships with cultural values. Finally, since most readily available text analysis 
tools only work for the English language, we developed a sentiment analysis program based on
SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2010; Thelwall, 2017) which could score short Japanese text in
terms of valence (positivity, negativity) and intensity/arousal (ranging from 1 to 5). We built this 
Japanese version of the SentiStrength program from the ground up, using machine learning
based on Japanese research assistants’ manually coded labels of a large body of Japanese
tweets (program available at https://github.com/tiffanywhsu/japanese-sentistrength; see
Supplementary Materials, Section 1A and 1B for development details).
In sum, this study addresses limitations of previous work in five important ways: (1) by 
comparing users from two distinct cultures that differ in their affective values, (2) by 
distinguishing between low and high arousal positive and negative states, (3) by controlling for
baseline differences in exposure and homophily when assessing contagion, (4) by assessing
both affect prevalence and contagion, and (5) by developing a tool for analyzing Japanese
sentiment in short text.
Hypotheses
We tested two alternative hypotheses regarding the prevalence of affective content. If 
users overall produce affective content that supports their cultural values, then U.S. users
should post more positive than negative content, but Japanese users should post more low
arousal (i.e., more moderate) than high arousal affective content. In direct comparison, U.S.
users should also post more high arousal positive, less low arousal positive content, and less 
negative content (both high and low arousal) compared with Japanese users. Alternatively, if
users overall produce content that violates their cultural values, then the opposite patterns 
should emerge both within and between cultures.
We tested these same hypotheses with respect to the contagion of affective content. If 
users are more influenced by others’ affective content that supports their cultural values, then
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U.S. users’ posts should be more influenced by changes in exposure to others’ positive content
than others’ negative content. Further, Japanese users’ posts should be more influenced by 
changes in exposure to others’ low arousal content than others’ high arousal content. In direct
comparison, U.S. users should be more influenced by changes in exposure to high arousal
positive content, and less influenced by changes in exposure to low arousal positive content and
negative (both high and low arousal) content than Japanese users. Again, however, if users are
more influenced by changes in content that violates their cultural values, then opposite patterns 
should emerge both within and between cultures.
If cultural values do not influence affect prevalence or contagion, then Japanese and U.S.
users should both produce more positive than negative content, and be primarily influenced by 
changes in others’ high arousal negative affect, as documented in previous research on




Using the Python package tweepy and the Twitter Application Programming Interface 
(API), we collected: (1) tweets posted by a set of users located in the U.S. and Japan, defined
as the latitude/longitude geographical boundary of the two countries as set by Twitter, and (2)
tweets posted by the profiles that users followed to assess users’ exposure to others’ affective
content (Figure 1). Since the Twitter API lacks the functionality to collect a random sample of
typical users, we collected subsamples of users posting at various times and days, over a
course of three months, achieving a final sample of users as close to the typical Twitter user as
possible. For each subsample of users, we used the Twitter Standard Streaming API to collect
one random tweet posted at a time, extracted the user ID from the tweet, and included the user
in our sample if: (1) the language of the user’s Twitter platform was set to English for the U.S.
users or to Japanese for the Japanese users; (2) the language of the tweet was detected by 
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Twitter as English or Japanese; and (3) the user passed a bot check using the package
botometer (bot scores ranged continuously from 0 to 5, with 0 being most human-like and 5
being most bot-like, and we admitted only users with bot scores of 1 or less;
http://botometer.iuni.iu.edu).
We then used the Twitter Standard Search API to collect the user’s most recent 200
tweets, due to time constraints imposed by the Twitter API rate limits (for additional details on
the data collection rationale, see Supplementary Materials, Section 2). Consistent with previous 
studies on emotional contagion on Twitter (e.g. Ferrara & Yang, 2015), these original tweets
included the tweets users posted on their timelines, quote tweets (without the retweet
component), and replies, all of which could be influenced by users’ previous exposure to others’
posts. To approximate recent exposure in assessing contagion, we then collected the entire set
of profiles that the targeted user followed (the “follows”) and collected the follows’ most recent
200 tweets.
For each subsample, we repeated the above procedure for 24 continuous hours to
collect different users who were posting at different times of the day. We then collected different
subsamples over a span of three months (early October, 2018 to January, 2019), varying the
day of week of collection, until we reached an approximate total of 4000 users, based on
Ferrara & Yang (2015). This sample size was large enough to provide sufficient power to
mitigate against the noisiness of real-world data, without overwhelming the rate limits of the
Twitter API.
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Figure 1. Process diagram depicting collection of users’ tweets and users’ follows’ tweets.
In total, we collected 523,810 tweets (219,752 from U.S.; 304,058 from Japan) from
4056 users (2045 from U.S. and 2011 from Japan). For these users (without accounting for
duplicates across users), there were 3,437,324 follows (2,035,768 for the U.S. users; 1,401,556
for the Japanese users), from whom we collected a total of 455,545,112 tweets (272,299,371
from U.S.; 183,245,741 from Japan). 
After collection, we applied several criteria to filter tweets before analysis. Based on the
criteria described in Ferrara & Yang (2015), we excluded user tweets that had fewer than 20
corresponding follows’ tweets used in calculating exposure. Because users’ follows could
change over time (i.e., users could have followed and unfollowed profiles) but we could only 
collect the set of users’ follows at the time of collection, we also excluded user tweets (and their
corresponding follows tweets) that were posted more than a week before the collection date to
better ensure that the set of follows were accurate. US and JP users posted an average of 49.4
tweets (SD = 47.6) and 73.5 tweets (SD = 60.4), respectively, within a week before the
collection dates; therefore, we analyzed only the most recent 50 tweets to reduce the range of
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tweets examined, and to equate these ranges for US and JP users. These procedures resulted
in a set of 1889 US users (55,917 user tweets) and 1836 JP users (64,390 user tweets). Out of
that group, one US user and eleven Japanese users were duplicated (i.e., had their tweets 
collected twice) based on Twitter user ID matching; we removed the duplicate tweets for these
users before analyses.
Thus, the final sample that we analyzed was comprised of 1888 US users (55,867 user
tweets) and 1825 JP users (63,863 user tweets); US users had an average of 29.6 tweets (SD =
19.0), and JP users had an average of 35.0 tweets (SD = 18.4) (for histograms, see
Supplementary Materials, Section 3A, Figure S2). To calculate exposure corresponding to each
user tweet, we further filtered follows’ tweets so that we only included those that were posted at
most an hour before each user tweet, per criteria set in Ferrara & Yang (2015). Users’ exposure
to different types of affective content was based on an average of 316.73 tweets (SD = 812.46)
from 101.36 follows (SD = 199.06) for US users, and 207.53 tweets (SD = 330.06) from 78.82
follows (SD = 100.00) for JP users.
Sentiment Analysis and Categorization
The SentiStrength algorithm used to label the affective content of posts (Thelwall et al.,
2010) relies on a dictionary set that includes terms labeled by valence and intensity (e.g.,
“anger” = negativity 4; “calm” = positivity 2), as well as semantically relevant terms such as 
booster words (e.g., “extremely”), negating words (e.g. “couldn’t”), question words (e.g., “why”),
emojis (e.g., “:(“; see updated list Supplementary Materials, Section 1C), slang words (e.g.,
“lol”), and domain-specific terms (e.g., “must watch” in the context of film). The program then
optimizes the term labels using machine learning trained on a set of human-labeled social
media web texts (Thelwall, 2017).
We chose SentiStrength because: (1) it was developed to detect the sentiment of short
social media web text samples (e.g., Twitter posts) and has been used for this purpose in
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previous research (Ferrara & Yang, 2015), (2) it provides separate scores for positivity and
negativity, which was critical for this study, given cultural differences in the statistical
independence of positivity and negativity between East Asian and Western samples (e.g.,
Grossmann et al., 2016; Sims et al., 2015; see Supplementary Materials, Section 4A for data on
“mixed” tweets), and (3) it codes intensity/arousal for each positivity and negativity code,
allowing us to examine whether cultural differences in the valuation of specific states defined in
terms of valence and arousal were reflected in the affective content of users’ posts.
Different affect types. Although intensity and arousal are not theoretically identical,
they are often correlated in self-report (Kuppens et al., 2013), and are coded similarly in
SentiStrength. Based on these codes, we categorized tweets as follows: “Low Arousal Positive
[LAP]” tweets were those that received a SentiStrength positivity score of 2; “High Arousal
Positive [HAP]” tweets were those that received SentiStrength positivity scores of 3, 4, or 5;
“Low Arousal Negative [LAN]” tweets were those that received SentiStrength negativity scores 
of 2; and “High Arousal Negative [HAN]” tweets were those that received SentiStrength
negativity scores of 3, 4, and 5 (see Table 1 for examples of coded tweets). We used 3 and
above to indicate high arousal because words psychometrically associated with “high arousal”
(e.g., “excitement”) were assigned a score of 3 by SentiStrength. “Neutral [NEU] or un-codable”
tweets were those that received both positivity and negativity scores of 1 indicating no positivity 
or negativity, respectively. Because we were primarily focused on affect prevalence and
contagion, and because the overall pattern of results remained the same when neutral tweets 
were included in our analyses, we do not present the neutral tweets here, but interested readers
should see Supplementary Materials, Section 3G. 
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Table 1.
Examples of categorized tweets (with identifying content removed)
LAP (pos = 2, neg = 1) I like your hair
HAP (pos = 3, neg = 1) The cutest pictures are from Kindergarten
graduation!�❤
LAN (pos = 1, neg = 2) Another week of exams then I’m sorta free��
HAN (pos = 1, neg = 5) Roze Rizee is a TERRIBLE singer and a heinous 
person!
Note. HAP = high arousal positive affect; LAP = low arousal positive affect; LAN = low arousal
negative affect; HAN = high arousal negative affect.
Development of Japanese SentiStrength. Prior to this study, SentiStrength did not
have a Japanese version, and no readily available tool existed to analyze the valence and
intensity of short Japanese text. Thus, we developed a version of SentiStrength for Japanese
by: (1) compiling a set of human-rated sentiment dictionary terms in Japanese, (2) developing
program capabilities to accommodate particular characteristics of the Japanese language, and 
(3) optimizing the program based on a training set of Japanese tweets coded for affective
content by Japanese native speakers living in Japan (for details on development procedures,
see Supplementary Materials, Section 1A).
To assess the performance of this Japanese version of SentiStrength, we: (1) applied
the program to a test set of human-rated Japanese tweets, and (2) validated the findings from
Japanese SentiStrength by comparing them to findings from the human raters (for details on
performance procedures, see Supplementary Materials, Section 1B).
Performance of Japanese SentiStrength.We assessed accuracy with metrics used in
the development of the English version of SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2010), and with metrics 
comparing the two SentiStrengths. We also compared the accuracy scores of Japanese
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SentiStrength with other current state-of-the-art models (Barnes et al., 2017). Because the
SentiStrength scores were grouped into affect types for this study, we report the performance
metrics for each affect group: for positivity, we conducted separate analyses for three groups:
(1) positivity 1, (2) positivity 2 [LAP], and (3) positivity 3,4,5 [HAP]; for negativity, we conducted
separate analyses for three groups: (1) negativity 1, (2) negativity 2 [LAN], and (3) negativity 
3,4,5 [HAN]. Ceiling accuracy was the average human inter-rater agreement, which was 63.8%
for classifying the positive types, and 69.1% for classifying the negative types among Japanese
raters; these accuracies were comparable to the average human inter-rater agreement in
classifying raw affect scores for English SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2010).
The overall accuracy of Japanese SentiStrength was 53.8% for classifying the positive
types (P < .001 derived from permutation testing) and 52.5% for classifying the negative types 
(P < .001 derived from permutation testing). These accuracies scores were at least 10% lower
than the ceiling accuracies described above (positive: 53.8% vs. 63.8%; negative: 52.5% vs.
69.1%), which is not surprising, given the considerable difficulty of classifying valence and
arousal (vs. valence only) (Barnes et al., 2017). Notably, the accuracy scores of Japanese
SentiStrength are higher than 45.6%, which is the highest accuracy score obtained by current
state-of-the-art models trained and tested on the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST; Socher et
al., 2013), an English-language dataset labeled with five levels of sentiment from ‘strongly 
negative’ to ‘strongly positive’ (Barnes et al., 2017). SST was a relevant comparison because
like our program, it distinguished between different types of positive and negative content. Thus,
Japanese SentiStrength---like English SentiStrength----outperformed these state-of-the-art
models.
Since the positivity and negativity groups were imbalanced (about half of the tweets 
received scores of 1 for both positivity [47.5%] and negativity [57.3%]), we calculated weighted
F1 scores on classification of these groups to assess precision and recall. We computed
weighted F1 scores of one randomly selected human rater’s ratings compared to the average of
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the other three human raters’ ratings to obtain a “ceiling F1 score” for the positive and the
negative groupings. We found “ceiling” weighted F1 scores of 0.617 for the positive groupings 
and 0.603 for the negative groupings. The F1 scores for Japanese SentiStrength were 0.506 for
the positive groupings and 0.489 for the negative groupings. Thus, the F1 scores for Japanese
SentiStrength were about 0.1 lower than the ceiling F1 scores (0.51 vs. 0.62, 0.49 vs 0.60). 
Because the negative groupings had an F1 score of less than 0.5, we conducted additional
analyses to further demonstrate the validity of the program and our results in comparison to the
human ratings.
Specifically, we assessed the extent to which errors in Japanese SentiStrength
classification reflected systematic differences in how Japanese human raters classified affect
types. We found that the rates at which Japanese SentiStrength classified or mis-classified
tweets was highly correlated with the rates at which one human rater agreed or disagreed with 
the average of the other human raters (r[7] = 0.965, P = 0.000 for positive groupings and r[7] =
0.875, P = 0.002 for negative groupings). These numbers show that errors in Japanese
SentiStrength classification might reflect the nature of distinguishing between these affect
categories among Japanese users (for further details on this analysis, see Supplementary 
Materials, Section 1B, Table S4). Thus, to ensure that our main results were not due to inherent
artifacts in Japanese SentiStrength but reflected the actual content of Japanese posts, we also
conducted the same prevalence analyses using the human ratings of the 3481 tweets used in
Japanese SentiStrength development. The overall pattern of results based on the human
ratings was similar to the pattern of results based on the Japanese SentiStrength ratings (as 
described below and reported in Supplementary Materials, Section 4B).
Finally, we compared the performance of English SentiStrength and Japanese
SentiStrength to ensure that the study results were not due to differential sensitivities between
the two programs in classifying each affect type (Supplementary Materials, Section 1B, Table
S5). For each valence, we calculated the percentage of tweets that were correctly scored by
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SentiStrength as one group and incorrectly scored as the two other groups. This generated a 3-
by-3 matrix of percentages for each valence. We calculated these matrices for both English
SentiStrength and Japanese SentiStrength (using a separate set of previously human-coded
4218 random English tweets). Given that we were not specifically interested in neutral tweets 
(i.e., scores of positivity = 1 and negativity = 1) in our study, we removed from the matrices the
cells corresponding to tweets that were categorized by the two programs as neutral. Finally, we
compared the positivity matrices between the two programs by correlating the matrices and then
did the same for the negativity matrices. The matrices were moderately correlated at r[4] = 0.61
for positivity and highly correlated at r[4] = 0.80 for negativity, suggesting that while English and
Japanese SentiStrength programs showed similar degrees of sensitivity for negativity, they
showed slightly different degrees of sensitivity for positivity. Because the confusion matrices for
Japanese SentiStrength and Japanese human raters were highly correlated, however, it is 
possible that these differences in sensitivity might reflect the nature of Japanese vs. English 
linguistic expression of positivity, or the detection of positivity in Japanese vs. English text,
rather than a limitation of Japanese SentiStrength per se (see Discussion).
In sum, Japanese SentiStrength performed slightly worse than the ceiling metrics of
human interrater agreement, but its errors likely reflect how Japanese human raters distinguish
between affect scores, and its accuracies were comparable to current state-of-the-art models 
trained on English datasets with similar sentiment labels. Moreover, the correlations among
human raters and SentiStrength were significantly positive, indicating that across the tweets,
human raters and SentiStrength rated less intense tweets as less intense, and more intense
tweets as more intense (see Thelwall et al., 2010, and Supplementary Materials, Section 1,
Tables S1 and S3 for these metrics). By grouping the tweets into the four affect types, we could
ensure that the high arousal set of tweets would on average still be higher in intensity than the
low arousal set of tweets. Japanese SentiStrength showed similar sensitivity in classifying
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negativity but slightly different sensitivity in classifying positivity compared to English
SentiStrength. Despite these limitations, we believe that SentiStrength---in Japanese and
English---still provides a valid assessment of linguistic expressions of sentiment expressed in
short text by identifying sentiment-related words, phrases, and emojis, similar to programs such
as the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Program (Pennebaker et al., 2015), and those used by 
Kramer et al. (2014).
Data Analyses and Results
Affect Prevalence: Do Social Media Users Produce Affective Content That Supports or
Violates Their Cultural Values?
We first addressed whether Twitter users overall post affective content that supports or
violates their cultural affective values. To examine the prevalence of different types of affect in
users’ tweets, we calculated the overall percentage of tweets categorized as HAP, LAP, HAN,
and LAN for each user. To compare percentages between affect types within culture, we fitted
mixed linear regression models using affect type to predict percentage with random intercept of
user. To compare percentages of each affect type between cultures, we fitted a mixed linear
regression model using culture (0 = Japan, 1 = U.S.) to predict percentage with random
intercept of user. Due to the large sample sizes, most estimates were significant (P < .01); 
therefore, we also used Cohen’s h to indicate the size of the effects. We first averaged the
percentages across users for each culture to obtain the overall percentages of user tweets
categorized as HAP, LAP, HAN, and LAN for each user. Cohen’s h between two percentages
(p1 and p2) was calculated as ℎ = 2 ∗ ��� (������ (- ./ 1 − ������ ������ (- .4 1 1. Effect
/00 /00
sizes of less than 0.2 were considered small; effect sizes between 0.2 to 0.5 were considered
medium, and effect sizes greater than 0.5 were considered large based on Cohen’s rule-of-
thumb guidelines (Cohen, 1988).
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Figure 2. Cultural variation in affect prevalence. (A) User tweets coded for prevalence of each affect type
(% user tweets with specific affect type); (B) Affect prevalence by cultural group. Between-culture effect
sizes = ** Cohen’s h > .2 (medium), *.2 > Cohen’s h > .1 (small). HAN = High Arousal Negative affect;
LAN = Low Arousal Negative affect; LAP = Low Arousal Positive affect; HAP = High Arousal Positive
affect.
Within-Culture Comparisons
United States. Consistent with US affective values, US users posted more positive than
negative content (see Figure 2B, black bars; positive: 47.28% of tweets overall, broken down
into 21.45% HAP and 25.84% LAP; negative: 30.86% of tweets overall, broken down into 15.14%
HAN and 15.72% LAN), b = 16.43, SE = 0.671, t = 24.48, P < .001, h = .34), replicating
previously-documented patterns (Reinecke & Trepte, 2014). Pairwise comparisons across all
affect types specifically revealed that US users posted more low and high arousal positive
content than low and high arousal negative content (Ps < .001, hs range from .15 to .27). US
users also posted more low arousal positive than high arousal positive content, although this 
effect was small (P < .001, h = .10), and they did not differ in their posting of high arousal
negative versus low arousal negative content (P = .203, h = .02: see Supplementary Materials,
Section 3B for pairwise comparison statistics).
Japan. Analyses of Japanese tweets, however, revealed a different pattern (see Figure
2B, grey bars). Consistent with JP affective values, JP users overall posted more low arousal
content than high arousal content (low arousal: 55.53% of tweets overall, broken down into
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31.90% LAN and 23.63% LAP; high arousal: 35.84% of tweets overall, broken down into 19.75%
HAN and 16.09% HAP), b = 19.69, SE = 0.828, t = 23.77, P < .001, h = .40). Specific pairwise
comparisons also revealed that JP users posted more low arousal negative and low arousal 
positive content than high arousal negative and high arousal positive content (Ps < .001, hs 
range from .09 to .37). JP users also posted more low arousal negative than low arousal
positive content (P < .001, h = .19), and more high arousal negative than high arousal positive
content (P < .001, h = .10). The greater prevalence of low arousal negative and low arousal 
positive compared with high arousal negative and high arousal positive content is consistent
with the notion that Japanese would post more moderate and balanced affective content (see
Supplementary Materials, Section 3B for pairwise comparison statistics).
Interestingly, JP users posted overall more negative content than positive content, 
although the effect sizes were small. This was a pattern we did not predict. Based on our review
of the tweets, it appeared that some of the negative content had positive connotations (e.g.,あ
りがたきアル中！退屈だから飲むのであります！ , translated as “Grateful to be alcoholic! I drink 
because I am bored!”). One possible explanation is that some of the negative content may have
been intended to be self-deprecating and self-effacing, which are desirable in Japan (Tsukwaki
et al., 2011) because they signal the cultural valuation of self-improvement (Heine et al., 1999). 
Indeed, self-deprecating humor is associated with better mental health and more positive
evaluation by others in Japan (Tsukawaki et al., 2011; Yoshida et al., 2004). The greater
prevalence of negative content in Japanese tweets may also reflect a desire to elicit sympathy 
in others (Kitayama & Markus, 2000). The development of more nuanced coding systems would
allow us to examine these hypotheses in the future.
Between-Culture Comparisons
Consistent with cultural differences in affective values, US users posted more high
arousal positive content (US: 21.45%, JP: 16.09%, b = 5.35, SE = 0.559, t = 9.57, P < .001, h 
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= .14) and less overall negative content (Overall negative: US: 30.86%, JP: 51.66%, b = -20.80,
SE = 0.710, t = -29.30, P < .001, h = .43; broken down into HAN: US: 15.14%, JP: 19.75%, b = -
4.62, SE = 0.501, t = -9.22, P < .001, h = .12; LAN: US: 15.72%, JP: 31.90%, b = -16.18, SE =
0.599, t = -27.01, P < .001, h = .39) than did JP users. Contrary to cultural differences in
affective values, however, US users posted more low arousal positive content than did JP
users, although the size of this effect was very small relative to the other cultural differences (b 
= 2.20, SE= 0.548, t = 4.02 , P < .001, h = .05). Although the size of this effect was small, it
may reflect more recently-observed increases in the valuation of low arousal positive affect
among European Americans (Bencharit et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2018).
In sum, consistent with cultural values, US users posted more positive than negative
content, whereas JP users posted more low arousal than high arousal content. Moreover, when
directly compared, US users posted more high arousal positive and less negative (both high and
low arousal) content than did JP users. These medium-sized effects are consistent with cultural
affective values. Although US users posted more low arousal positive content than did JP users,
the size of this effect is small. Therefore, the largest effects are consistent with the notion that
both within and between cultures, people tend to post affective content that supports their
cultural values.
Affect Contagion: Are People More Influenced by Affective Content That Supports or
Violates Their Cultural Values?
After determining which affective content US and Japanese users primarily produced in
their original posts, we examined which type of affective content they were most “influenced” by
in others’ posts. Like other observational studies of contagion (Ferrara & Yang, 2015), our data
were correlational, and therefore, we could only approximate causal influence by focusing on
follows’ tweets that were posted before each user tweet. If users are influenced by affective
content that supports their cultural values, then positive content should be more contagious than
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negative content for US users, and low arousal content should be more contagious than high
arousal content for Japanese users. Based on the prevalence findings, US users should be
more influenced by high arousal positive content and less by negative content than Japanese
users. However, if users are instead more influenced by content that violates their cultural
values, then the opposite patterns should hold. 
To test these predictions, we first quantified each user’s exposure to all four affect types 
prior to producing original posts. This was calculated as the percentage of tweets posted by the
user’s follows within one hour before the user posted each tweet (Ferrara & Yang, 2015). For
example, for tweet i posted by user j, if 10% of tweets posted by j’s follows an hour before i was 
posted contained HAP, then j’s exposure to HAP prior to posting tweet i was 10%. Then, for
each culture, we fitted a single multinomial multivariate logistic regression model that predicted
whether each tweet posted by each user contained each of the four affect types (HAP, LAP,
HAN, LAN), using exposure to all four affect types as predictors (Figure 3A; for more details,
see Supplementary Materials, Section 3E). We quantified the degree to which users were
“influenced” by their follows’ posts for each specific affect type as the odds ratio derived from
this model. These odds ratios captured the extent to which a 1% change in users’ exposure to
the affect type changed the odds that the subsequent user tweet contained a specific affect type;
for example, an odds ratio of 1.05 for HAN would mean that a 1% increase (or decrease) in
users’ exposure to HAN increased (or decreased) the likelihood that the user would
subsequently produce a tweet with HAN by 5%. 
Critically, the model uses random intercepts of user to control for between-user
differences in average exposure to each affect type. These random intercepts also address the
commonly-observed confound of homophily (i.e., users tend to follow those who are similar to
them; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001), ensuring that the observed odds ratios captured
how much changes in exposure were associated with subsequent posting within users. 
Although assessing fixed effects among users would be ideal, for privacy reasons, the Twitter
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API does not release information about users needed for such analyses. The model also
included random intercepts of post date to control for another common confound of “exogenous
shocks” (i.e., common events that both users and their follows concurrently experience that
might trigger similar emotional responses). 
Thus, an affect type with an odds ratio greater than 1 indicates that a 1% change in
exposure to that affect type changed the likelihood of the user producing a post with a particular
affect type in the same direction (i.e., an increase in exposure increased the likelihood, and a
decrease in exposure decreased the likelihood), suggesting that the affect type was
“contagious.” An affect type with an odds ratio equal to 1 would mean that a 1% increase in
exposure had no effect on the user’s likelihood of generating a post with that affect type,
suggesting that the affect type was “not contagious.” Finally, an affect type with an odds ratio
less than 1 indicates that a 1% change in exposure to that affect type changed the likelihood of
the user producing a post with that same affect type in the opposite direction (i.e., an increase in
exposure decreased the likelihood of producing a post, or a decrease in exposure increased the
likelihood of producing a post).
The model was fitted separately for US and JP users. To compare odds ratios between
affect types, we conducted chi-squared tests using the linearHypothesis function from the R car
package. All P-values were one-sided (as per chi-squared test conventions; for model details,
see Supplementary Materials, Section 3E).
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Figure 3. Cultural variation in affect contagion. (A) Affect contagion coding as change in likelihood of
tweeting same affect type, given a 1% change in previous exposure (odds ratio); (B) Affect contagion by 
cultural group. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval. HAN = High Arousal Negative affect; LAN =
Low Arousal Negative affect; LAP = Low Arousal Positive affect; HAP = High Arousal Positive affect.
Although the model included congruous pairs (e.g., exposure to HAP predicting
production of HAP), it also included incongruous pairs (e.g., exposure to HAN predicting
production of HAP). However, as shown in the full output (Supplementary Materials, Section 3E,
Table S10a), for most affect types, the effects of congruous pairs were stronger than the effects 
of incongruous pairs. In other words, exposure to an affect type was most influential in changing
the likelihood of the user posting that same (congruous) affect type. Therefore, we focus on
congruous pairs here (but see Supplementary Materials, Section 3E, Table S10a for results with
incongruous pairs).
Analyses revealed that all four affect types were contagious in both the U.S. and Japan
(odds ratios were significantly greater than 1, Ps < .05), supporting previous findings of emotion
contagion on social media (Kramer et al., 2014; Ferrara & Yang, 2015). In other words, when
people are exposed to increases (or decreases) in affective content based on their follows’
posts, they are in general more (or less) likely to produce similar affective content. Within each
culture, however, the degree of contagion also varied by affect type (see Figure 3B; see
Supplementary Materials, Section 3E, Table S9 for full model outputs).
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Within-Culture Comparisons
United States. Among US users (Figure 3B, black bars), high arousal negative content
influenced users more than the other three affect types. Given a 1% change in exposure, the
likelihood of US users producing HAN in their subsequent original posts changed by 2.3%,
compared to 1.5% for LAN, 0.5% for LAP, and 1.2% for HAP (HAN OR = 1.023, 95%CI = [1.018,
1.028], LAN OR = 1.015, 95%CI = [1.010, 1.020]; LAP OR = 1.005, 95%CI = [1.001, 1.009];
HAP OR = 1.012, 95%CI = [1.007, 1.016]); HAN vs. LAN χ2 (1) = 4.93, P = .026; HAN vs. LAP
χ2 (1) = 31.87, P < .001; HAN vs. HAP χ2 (1) = 10.64, P = .001). US users were least
influenced by changes in LAP in their follows’ posts (LAP vs. HAN χ2(1) = 31.87, P < .001; LAP
vs. LAN χ2(1) = 9.74, P = .002; LAP vs. HAP χ2(1) = 5.26, P = .022). There was no difference in
how influenced US users were by changes in LAN versus HAP content in their follows’
posts, χ2(1) = .85, P = .357. 
Thus, US users were most influenced by changes in exposure to high arousal negative
content, which violates the US emphasis on maximizing the positive and minimizing the
negative. These results corroborate past accounts of the particular virality of high arousal
negative affective content observed in English-speaking social media (Brady & Crockett, 2019;
Brady et al., 2017; Crockett, 2017; Williams, 2018; Vosoughi, 2018). To put these contagion
effects in the context of real-world changes in exposure to affect, we calculated the average
absolute change in exposure (i.e., difference in exposure from one tweet to the next) across
users to examine the average change in likelihood of users posting certain affect types from one
tweet to the next. For US users, the average change in exposure across the four affect types
was 3.43% (3.11% for HAN, 3.21% for LAN, 3.85% for LAP, and 3.54% for HAP). Given a 3.43%
increase in exposure, US users were 8.2% more likely to post a tweet containing HAN,
compared to 5.3% for LAN, 1.7% for LAP, and 4.1% for HAP.
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Japan. JP users (Figure 3B, grey bars), however, were most influenced by changes in
the high arousal positive content of their follows compared to the other three affect types. Given
a 1% change in previous exposure, the likelihood of users producing HAP in their original posts 
increased by 3.2%, compared to 0.9% for HAN, 0.2% for LAN, and 1.2% for LAP (HAP OR =
1.032, 95%CI = [1.029, 1.036], HAN OR = 1.009, 95%CI = [1.006, 1.013]; LAN OR = 1.002,
95%CI = [1.000, 1.005]; LAP OR = 1.012, 95%CI = [1.008, 1.015]; HAP vs. HAN χ2(1) =
86.41, P < .001; HAP vs. LAN χ2(1) = 194.22, P < .001; HAP vs. LAP χ2(1) = 69.08, P < .001).
In contrast, JP users were the least influenced by changes in follows’ LAN (LAN vs. HAN χ2(1) =
11.58, P < .001; LAN vs. LAP χ2(1) = 19.91, P < .001; LAN vs. HAP χ2(1) = 194.22, P < .001),
and there were no differences in how influenced JP users were by changes in HAN versus LAP
content in their follows’ tweets, χ2(1) = .877, P = .349.
Thus, in Japan, users were most influenced by others’ high arousal positive content,
which violates the Japanese emphasis on low arousal and balanced affect. Again, to put these 
contagion effects in terms of real-world changes in exposure, we calculated the average
absolute difference in exposure across the four affect types for JP users, which was found to be
3.68% (4.14% for HAN, 3.15% for LAN, 3.77% for LAP, and 3.66% for HAP). Given a 3.68% 
change in exposure to the specific affect types, JP users were 12.4% more likely to post a tweet
containing HAP, compared to 3.5% for HAN, 0.9% for LAN, and 4.3% for LAP.
Together with the US findings, these results suggest that users are most likely to be
influenced by others’ posts when those posts contain affective content that violates cultural
values.
Between-Culture Comparisons
To formally test for cultural differences in which types of affect most influenced users, we
fitted a model similar to the contagion model, with an additional dummy variable for culture
coded as 1 for US users and 0 for JP users; thus, US users were more influenced by affect
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types if odds ratios were > 1, and JP users were more influenced by affect types if odds ratios 
were < 1 (for more details, see Supplementary Materials, Section 3E). Analyses revealed that
US users were more influenced by changes in others’ negative states (high and low arousal)
than were JP users (HAN: OR = 1.012, CI = [1.006, 1.018]; LAN: OR = 1.008, 95% CI =
[1.003, .1.014]), whereas JP users were more influenced by changes in others’ positive states 
(high and low arousal) than were US users (HAP: OR = .976, 95% CI = [.971, .982]; LAP: OR
= .990, 95% CI = [.985, .995]). These findings provide further evidence that users (particularly 
those from the US) were more likely to be influenced by affect types that violated their cultural
values.
In sum, in the US, users were most influenced by changes in others’ high arousal
negative content, whereas in Japan, users were most influenced by changes in others’ high
arousal positive content. Moreover, in direct comparison, US users were more influenced by
changes in others’ negative content than JP users, whereas JP users were more influenced by
changes in others’ positive content than US users. These findings suggest that within and
between cultures, people are more likely to be influenced by affective content that violates their
cultural values. Importantly, these findings were based on original posts. Specifically, users 
produced original tweets that reflected the previous affective content of their follows’ tweets –
especially when that affective content violated their cultural values. Because these models 
controlled for users’ baseline exposure and for date of posting, this pattern of results could not
be attributed to differences in exposure to affective content due to similar follows or similar
exogenous events (for additional analyses on the effects of date, see Supplementary Materials,
Section 4E). 
Together, these findings suggest that while cultural values appear to shape the affective
content users produce as well as the type of affective content they are influenced by, they do so
in different ways. While users are more likely to produce affective content that supports their
cultural values, they are more likely to be influenced by content that violates those cultural
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values, suggesting a negative association between the two. To specifically test whether this was 
the case, we correlated the prevalence (percentage of overall original posts of each affect type)
and contagion metrics (the odds ratio of each affect type). To maximize sample size, we
collapsed across cultural groups. Across both cultural groups, the more users produced a
particular affect type, the less influenced they were by changes in that type of affect in others’
posts (Spearman rho [6] = -0.86, P = 0.011; see Figure 4). This negative association held within
cultural groups as well, although the correlations were not significant, since they were based on
fewer data points (US: Spearman rho [2]= -1.00, P = 0.083, JP: Spearman rho [2] = -0.80, P =
0.333). We also conducted these analyses at the individual user level and observed similar
results (see Supplementary Materials, Section 3F).
Figure 4. Association between prevalence of affect that users produce and the degree to which
users were influenced by others’ affect in the U.S. and Japan. HAP = high arousal positive
affect; HAN = high arousal negative affect; LAP = low arousal positive affect; LAN = low arousal
negative affect, * p < .05
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Ruling Out Topic Content Confounds
One possible alternative explanation for the observed cultural differences is that US and
JP users discussed different topics in their tweets. Collection of data across a three-month
period already decreased the possibility of confounds related to specific events. However, to 
further rule out a content-based account, four trained research assistants (2 American, 2
Japanese) coded the topics (personal matters, professional matters, entertainment, social
commentary, and politics) of 3500 randomly selected U.S. tweets and 3500 randomly selected
Japanese tweets from the above data set. Among this subset of coded original tweets, the
majority of both US and JP original tweets concerned personal matters (e.g., “I really enjoyed
my day today”, “今から南アメリカに行くよー ✨”, translated to “I’m going to South America now
✨”; US: 58.31%, JP: 89.82%), and the second most popular category was entertainment (e.g.,
“Sooooo did Kim Kardashian post today?” “楽しみな映画増えたな”, translated to “I’m looking
forward to more movies”; US: 25.92%, JP: 7.24%), suggesting that the observed results were
not due to different topics. To further ensure that observed cultural differences in prevalence
were not due to topic content, we reanalyzed only “personal” or “entertainment” tweets, which
together comprised over 80% of all tweets for US and JP users, and observed the same cultural
differences in affective content reported above (see Supplementary Materials, Section 3C).
Although our focus was on original posts, we did run similar analyses on retweets, which
can be found in Supplementary Materials, Sections 4C and 4D.
Discussion
Since most social media research has focused on Western samples, it is unclear
whether currently-documented patterns of behavior on social media generalize across the globe.
The present research included for the first time both a U.S. American and a Japanese sample to
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test whether cultural affective values might shape what types of affect users produce on social
media, as well as what types of affect users are most influenced by in others’ posts. This 
required several improvements upon previous work, including distinguishing between low and
high arousal positive and negative states, assessing both affect prevalence and contagion in the
same study, controlling for baseline differences in exposure when assessing contagion, and
developing a tool for analyzing Japanese sentiment in short text. These innovations reveal that
in both the US and Japan, users tend to produce affective content that supports their cultural
values, but are most influenced by affective content from others that violates their cultural
values. Since the US and Japan differ in their affective values, this resulted in cultural
differences in the types of affect that users produced the most, as well as differences in the
types of affect that users were most influenced by on social media. Whereas US users 
produced more positive than negative content, JP users produced more low arousal than high
arousal content, and while US users were most influenced by changes in high arousal negative
content in others’ posts, JP users were most influenced by changes in high arousal positive
content in others’ posts. This pattern of findings held after controlling for potential differences in
baseline exposure to different types of affective content as well as topic, and therefore, could
not be attributed to these potential confounds. 
Values-Violation Account of Virality
The current findings cannot be explained by a more general threat-related account,
which would imply that both US and JP users should be most influenced by changes in others’
high arousal negative content. Instead, our findings support a more culturally specific values-
violation account of virality, in which users are most influenced by changes in affect that violate
their specific cultural values. Anger, hate, and other high arousal negative states violate the U.S.
valuation of positivity, whereas excitement and other high arousal positive states violate the
Japanese valuation of low arousal states. While these findings build on previous work indicating
that US users are more likely to share outrage posted by ingroup members (Brady et al., 2017), 
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they further suggest that in countries with different affective values (like Japan), users are
instead influenced by different affective states.
We theorize that people may be most influenced by affective content that violates values 
because violations “hijack” attention (Mu et al., 2015; Erber & Fiske, 1984). Once people attend 
to values-violating affective content, they may automatically mimic and adjust their emotions to
fit that affect, as suggested by emotion contagion theories (Hatfield et al., 1993), or they may 
actually experience the affective states they are exposed to, as suggested by incidental and 
anticipatory affect theories (Gummerum et al., 2016; Knutson & Greer, 2008; Loewenstein &
Lerner, 2003; Van Dillen, van der Wal, and van den Bos, 2012). Users then may be more likely
to post content that matches this affective content. In addition to attracting attention, increased
salience may lead to other attributions about the sender (e.g., increased emotion or veracity)
which might also promote transmission. This and other possible processes would be interesting
to pursue in future research.
Importantly, the more contagious an affect type was, the less prevalent it was overall in
users’ posts. This counterintuitive association suggests that multiple mechanisms might
influence what people post, and that opposing mechanisms may drive prevalence and
contagion. Posts that people produce on their own may be most influenced by their cultural
affective values, whereas posts that are a result of exposure may be more due to changes in
how people actually feel as a function of exposure. We argue that because cultural values 
shape what people produce, people are more psychologically sensitive to content that violates 
those values. An alternative explanation is that users are more sensitive to changes in affect
that violate cultural values because they are structurally (vs. psychologically) more novel. Yet
another account might posit that users are more sensitive to any type of affect (not just values-
violating affect) that is novel or infrequent. 
In the present study, these alternative explanations could apply to US users because the
prevalence of affect that US users produced and that they were exposed to (i.e., that their
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follows posted) were similar. Therefore, consistent with the finding that US users were more
influenced by affect that was less prevalent among their own tweets, US users were also more
influenced by affect that was less prevalent among their follows’ tweets. This was not the case
for Japanese users, however; the prevalence of affect that Japanese users produced differed
from the prevalence of affect that they were exposed to. Thus, while Japanese users were
generally more influenced by affect that was less prevalent among their own tweets, they were
not more influenced by affect that was less prevalent among their follows’ tweets, supporting a
values violation account over novelty-based accounts (see Supplementary Materials, Section
3D). Future research is clearly needed to test these potential mechanisms more directly than
was possible in the present study.
Limitations and Future Directions
The findings and limitations of this study generate many new directions for future
research. First, potentially interesting information about users (e.g., age, socioeconomic status)
could not be accessed via the Twitter API for privacy reasons. Moreover, we could not directly 
measure users’ ideal affect. Smaller-scale studies might recruit specific subsamples to address
potential influences of user characteristics, and whether there is a direct link between user’s 
affective values and affective experience with subsequent social media behavior. Second,
based on theoretical predictions about cultural differences, this research focused on affective
content that varied in terms of valence and arousal dimensions, but other more specific feelings 
might be of interest in future investigations (e.g., social engagement vs. disengagement;
Kitayama, Mesquita, & Karasawa, 2006).
Third, like prior research (e.g. Coviello et al., 2014; Kramer et al., 2014; Ferrara & Yang,
2015), we limited our analyses to the text of tweets (including emojis). Many tweets also contain
pictures and videos, however, which can even more potently convey affect. To our knowledge,
no tools exist to examine the affective content of pictures and videos in tweets and other forms 
of social media at this scale, but once developed, these tools would allow us to examine
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whether the current findings generalize to the affective content of pictures and 
videos. Deconstruction of the content of “original posts” also merits further exploration (e.g., is 
original content produced in the context of retweeted content subject to the same cultural
influences as those that are not?). Future research might build on current findings to address 
these finer-grained questions.
Fourth, while we went to great lengths to collect representative samples of users, Twitter
users themselves are not representative of the general population (Mislove et al., 2011).
Despite this, our findings suggest that the sampled individuals were influenced by their culture’s 
affective values. Furthermore, since this research focused on posts, it did not include passive
consumers of social media (i.e., users who browse social media but do not post). Similarly, this 
research did not examine situations in which active consumers of social media decide not to
post, and cultural affective values might play a role in abstention as well as production. For
instance, compared to the U.S., being exposed to high arousal negative content might prevent
users from posting any content more in Japan as a way of suppressing or moderating their
emotions (Miyamoto et al., 2014; Murata et al., 2013). Thus, future studies might target other
types of social media users. We also focused on the United States and Japan based on
theoretical predictions and decades of empirical research demonstrating clear differences in the
affective values endorsed by members of these cultures. Future studies are of course needed to
determine whether these findings generalize to other cultures with different affective values.
Fifth, like prior research (e.g. Ferrara & Yang, 2015; Coviello et al., 2014), we could not
determine which posts each user had actually read, and so estimated exposure by aggregating
previous posts of users’ follows immediately prior to users’ original posts. This practice is 
consistent with recommendations that observational studies conservatively estimate exposure
by using 100% of a followed user’s content to prevent sampling issues (Morstatter et al. (2013)).
To control for individual differences in user characteristics as well as Twitter personalization
algorithms, our contagion model focused on changes in exposure within users, controlling for
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users’ baseline exposure. However, future work that experimentally manipulates exposure to
specific affective content is clearly needed to test causal influence directly. 
Similarly, in seeking to capture a typical user’s exposure to affective content, we focused
on users rather than specific tweets. Future work might complementarily explore a tweet-based
“emotion cascade approach” (Goldenberg & Gross, 2020) that facilitates tracking the spread of 
specific tweets with varying affective content in different cultures. As in prior research on 
emotional contagion, we focused on how exposure to an affect type predicts likelihood of
posting the same or “congruous” affect type; however, there was some evidence of contagion
among different or “incongruous” affect pairs. For example, an increase in exposure to LAN
affect increased the likelihood of US users posting HAN affect, though to a lesser extent than
did an increase in exposure to HAN affect. Exposure to lower levels of values violating affect
may increase the likelihood of posting more intense levels of values violating affect. Future
research is needed to assess the robustness of these incongruous effects.
Finally, we modeled Japanese SentiStrength after English SentiStrength to code the
affective quality of Japanese posts. While Japanese SentiStrength demonstrated comparable
sensitivity for negativity, it showed slightly different sensitivity for positivity compared to English
SentiStrength. Because the confusion matrices of Japanese SentiStrength were highly
correlated with those of Japanese human raters, however, this may reflect differences between
Japanese and English linguistic expression or detection of positive emotion in short text. Thus,
cultural differences in the prevalence of high arousal positive content in original posts may result
in part from cultural differences in the categorization of low and high positive arousal, which may 
or may not be related to affective values. Clearly, future research will need to disentangle these
possibilities. Furthermore, like other natural language processing programs, SentiStrength is 
limited in its ability to code semantic meaning (Cambria et al., 2016). Even though SentiStrength
includes built-in structural language rules such as negation (e.g. “not” happy) that capture some
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semantic meaning, future researchers may further develop Japanese SentiStrength to capture
the more nuanced meanings and connotations of affective content in text.
Implications for Understanding Culture and Affect on Social Media
This research contributes to the literature on emotion and affect on social media in
several ways. First, while the findings replicate previous patterns for US users (Bazarova et al.,
2012; Reinecke & Trepte, 2014; Lin & Utz, 2015; Crockett, 2017), they further demonstrate that
these patterns do not necessarily generalize to users with different cultural affective values. Yet,
these different patterns are still generally interpretable through the lens of supporting and
violating cultural ideals. Second, this research suggests a cultural mechanism to explain why 
people produce specific types of affect on social media, as well as why different types of affect
are more viral. Third, the work more generally suggests that how culture influences what people
originally produce on social media may differ from how culture influences people’s sensitivity to
others’ content on social media. Fourth, these findings demonstrate the utility and importance of
distinguishing low from high arousal positive and negative affective states and treating them as
independent, in order to facilitate comparisons among the different affect types. Finally, the
findings illustrate the importance of measuring change within users and controlling for
differences in baseline exposure to ensure that observed patterns are not due to user similarity 
or other shared characteristics. 
These findings also have broader implications for theories that focus on the intersection
of emotion and culture. On the one hand, consistent with Affect Valuation Theory, the overall
prevalence of affective content on social media reflects broader cultural affective values, similar
to other forms of media (e.g., children’s storybooks, magazine advertisements, and leaders’
website photos; Tsai, 2007; Tsai et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 2016). Thus, while people use social
media for many different purposes, these findings demonstrate that social media can provide a
clear channel for people to express cultural affective values, even though social media is more
dynamic and less deliberately constructed than more traditional forms of media. On the other
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hand, these findings conversely suggest that the types of affective content that people are most
sensitive to and influenced by on social media are those that violate their cultural values. This 
finding is not consistent with Affect Valuation Theory, and instead suggests that additional
mechanistic accounts are needed to understand how viral affective content might “hijack”
cultural affective values. Thus, the present research both extends and illustrates a boundary of
Affect Valuation Theory.
Practical Implications
As social media becomes a primary channel of communication, broader awareness that 
people’s online behavior reflects their cultural affective values might help reduce common
misunderstandings. For instance, affect valuation may be mistaken for affective experience. In 
the absence of understanding that US posts reflect valuation of positive affect, Japanese might
mistakenly underestimate the degree to which Americans feel negative emotions. Conversely, in
the absence of understanding that Japanese posts reflect valuation of low arousal affect,
Americans might underestimate the degree to which Japanese feel high arousal states.
Even more urgently, these findings might also suggest new ways of combating
potentially harmful psychological consequences of social media use. For example, in the U.S,
social media has been cited as one cause of decreased well-being among young users, in part
because viewing peers’ posts can make users feel like they are “missing out,” or not doing as 
well as others (Vogel et al., 2014). Such feelings might be mitigated if younger consumers 
understood that their peers may be producing posts that more closely reflect ideal rather than
actual feelings (e.g., users posting to show excitement even when they don’t feel excitement).
Further, these findings may help combat the harmful effects of social media on society. In the
U.S., scholars and policy makers alike have raised concerns about the increase in high arousal
negative content (anger, hate, moral outrage) on social media, especially in the context of
subsequent political polarization, dehumanization of outgroup members, and spread of
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misinformation (Brady et al., 2017; Crockett, 2017; Vosoughi, 2018; Williams, 2018). Our
findings, however, suggest that these societal costs could be mitigated if tools were developed
to reduce users’ exposure to counter-cultural affect. 
Open Practices Statement
The study was not formally preregistered. Data were collected through the public Twitter
API (https://dev.twitter.com/overview/api). To comply with the Twitter Developer Agreement and
Policy, data cannot be publicly shared. Interested researchers can reproduce the results,
however, by following procedures described in Supplementary Materials. Custom code and
accompanying software for analyzing sentiment of Japanese texts are available at
https://github.com/tiffanywhsu/japanese-sentistrength. Custom code for collecting Twitter data,
analyzing sentiment of English texts, data processing, and data analyses are available at
https://github.com/tiffanywhsu/culture-emotional-contagion.
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